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Ancaster     
Ladies 3 
Pitch League 
It is hard to believe we are about 

to begin a new season!  Before we 

move into the 2017 Season, let’s 

congratulate the 2016 Tourna-

ment winners once again & enjoy 

their after-win picture!  It was a 

hot day, and they rose to the occasion!   

It is nice to look back on the 2016 Season and think all of the fun.   

  

 

 

Congratulations to the 2016 

Season winners, keeping their 

position strong throughout the 

season!    

 

Important Dates: 
 

SEASON:  

MAY 10 - AUG. 31ST 

 

STARTING TIME:  6:30 

AUGUST TIME:  6:00 

SEE THE SCHEDULE     
 

 

TOURNAMENT:   

SEPT. 16/17 

BANQUET - MARQUIS 

GARDENS 

 

FRIDAY, SEPT. 29TH 

 

SEPT 20TH 4:00 PM  

2017 SEASON 

2017 NEWSLETTER  

The 2016 Champions! Congratulations ! ! 
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The Executive Members were challenged last year with the spare 

list and keeping enough players for the season.  This year, given 

this and a few other challenges, the Executive has decided to go 

back to 8 teams.  While each team will go up to 13 players, 

given the number of injuries last year and the number of players 

on vacation, we believe that this additional player will help with 

fewer challenges in finding spares.  The bonus in having 8 teams 

is that we have arranged the schedule such that you will play 

against each team 3 times rather than twice.  When there 

is a rain-out, we will not be having double-headers, and these 

games will result in a tie for the teams.   

There are some changes to the Rules that we want you to know: 

Teams can spare-up to 11, now that the teams are made of 13 

players, and they can still play with a minimum of 8 players. 

The pitching screens are for safety of our players, and the Execu-

tive is firm on the stance about the use of the screens.  Screens 

MUST be used by all pitchers.  If a pitcher is not using the 

screen, they will not be permitted to pitch in the game.  

The movement of the screen is permitted to the right/left based 

on right handed or left handed hitters, but there are limits to the 

movement of the screen.  The screen must remain facing the 

plate, and can only be moved 3 feet from the centre of the 

pitching area. 

A new ball will not be used for the start of each game.  

Your Executive member will explain this more in detail. 

We’re Listening…. 
The Executive wants to share the results of the Fall survey.  We use this 

information to help make decisions for the league.  At times, there are 

tough decisions that we know may create some negative feedback - 

please know that we try our best to weigh the pros/cons with all of our 

decisions.  You will see some changes made, or certain things stay the 

same, based on the survey feedback:   

94% of you are satisfied with having a longer season to accommo-

date the changes to tournament weekend; with 92% satisfied with a 2-

day tournament weekend which allows more teams to play. 

 

83 % would be willing to play double-headers to keep the season end 

Join the Fun!   
$65 pp 

Flamborough Hills 

When:   Friday, Sept. 29th 

Cost:     $40 pp 

Meal:     Appetizer, 2 Entrees 

(Chicken & Beef) & dessert, 

coffee. 

Enjoy the downstairs hall, 

standing bar tables around 

the room for socializing & 

reminiscing the season ! 

Celebrate the 

Season 
Marquis Gardens 
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by mid-Sept.  

82% are satisfied with both burger tickets for the tournament, & that the league should continue to provide 

food. 

79% believe that a ‘zero tolerance’ regarding unsportsmanlike behaviour is something our Executive 

need to stand behind, even if it means a player is asked to leave the game or the season. 

Regarding Umpires, 98% are satisfied with their professionalism,  98% are satisfied with the calls they 

made during the season & 90% find they are fair and transparent about their decisions (explain when there 

is controversy).  Recall we used to provide base umpires, and when asked, only 29% would be willing to pro-

vide base umps if the league decided to not use paid umpires. 

Regarding the venue after games, the results were mixed.  65% prefer to make their own decisions on 

locations; 50% prefer that the league’s Executive arrange for one venue to be held for after-game drinks; 

60% believe Executive should support the venue of choice & encourage teams to keep the league to-

gether; 50% prefer changing venues every 2-3 years to support different Ancaster businesses; as such, 

the Executive has decided to do the following:  given there have always been teams that prefer other lo-

cations, we are enabling choice.  PubFiction is the venue of choice booked for the 2017 season.   

If teams prefer to go elsewhere, the Exec member will inform the owner of PubFiction in advance.  If teams pre-

fer to go to Brassies, the owner has asked that he be called in advance to prepare for the team.  We also know 

that many teams had house parties or chose other options.  While we are hopeful that teams will stay together 

at the venue chosen, we are acknowledging that each team will make their choice.  The Executive respectfully 

asks that we allow for a majority decision when making the determination of where to go, rather than a few in-

dividuals who may have stronger or more persuasive perspectives.   

Regarding picking teams, 78% are satisfied with a complete blind draft without the Executive knowing the 

name of the players they pick.  Well, the Executive listened and followed-through on a completely blind draft. 

As you know, we have tried a few different ways to celebrate the year-end of the season in recent years.  

We asked you about the date (76% are satisfied with having a banquet date later than the tournament 

weekend to celebrate the winners for the season; only 22% would prefer to have the banquet on the tourna-

ment weekend) and the formality, setting & teams assisting in the set-up (45% agree and 39% dis-

agree with having a more formal sit-down dinner; and only 43 % would prefer and 37% disagree in 

renting a hall and have each team commit 2-3 members to arrange set-up).  Given all of this infor-

mation, the Executive believes that the move back to a casual sit-down dinner is the best option.  We are excited 

to share with you the venue is Marquis Gardens, main floor with standing bar tables to promote socializing for 

the night and access to the bar from two sides, both in the room and via the corridor.  The menu will allow for 

choice, and above all, the evening will be set at a later date to ensure we can properly celebrate the champions! 

The Executive were considering re-introducing ‘fun’ events for the season, but only 30% wanted theme 

nights.  But there are 58% of you would like to have other social events planned through the season and 

66% would participate in a weekend tournament with random players mixed up for a few games of 

fun, possibly Heritage Days weekend.  The Executive members will work together to find a way to address the 

later two ideas.   

 Regarding the golf tournament, the data was partly skewed by those that did not attend, but it appears that 

there is a preference for having the tournament earlier in September, and even considering a different day of 

the week.  As you can see, we have booked the golf for the 20th, the Wednesday after the tournament weekend.  
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The Executive will look toward considering an earlier date in future years given we changed the season games 

to accommodate each team playing 3 times given there are only 8 teams. 

The Executive knows that there are always ways to improve everyone’s experience and we are open to 

hearing both the challenge and ideas to make improvements.   We are asking that everyone be respectful in 

sharing feedback with the Executive members directly, rather than encouraging discussions among all of the 

team players and fostering negativity.  This way, the issues are brought and we will do our best to make adjust-

ments for 2018.  Thank you for understanding and assisting us to have a fun and stress-free season! 

 

Budget: 

We ended 2016 with a surplus of $1400.00.  

We like to keep a small amount due to increases in Fees- ex) insurance, permits, umps etc.  

2017 Projected Budget- 8 
Teams  

  Estimate  

Money in      

Last year's carry forward  1400 1400 

96 players @ $110.00  10560 10560 

 
    

Sponsors @300.00 2400 2400 

  14360 14360 

Money out      

AGM    350 

Banquet Door Prizes/DJ   1000 

Diamond Lining    720 

Equipment (ice packs/balls 
etc)  

  1000 

Exec Gifts (leaving)   200 

Golf   500 

Insurance    600 

Permits    3300 

Shirts @ $20/shirt    2400 

Tournament - food    572 

Umpires    2016 

Umpires - tournament    700 

Volunteer gifts    200 

Website   400 

      

Total /Carry Forward    402 

      

      

 
    

 

Wishing everyone a fun season full of great moments, laughter and excitement…..creating wonderful memories. 


